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Abstract
The term of Cloud Computing has become a buzzword that almost every single person has heard. Although, it
is defined at various platforms in various ways even with exactly different sentences, the most wide-reaching
definition was made by NIST as a model for enabling convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of
configurable computing resources with minimal management effort or service provider interaction. As Cloud
Services entered daily lives, organizations and even ordinary people started to manage their business at any time
anyplace in solid and reasonable costs with the help of considerably faster, at a high performance level, flexible
clouds. The datas, softwares and platforms that stored in cloud has become accessible from where you are
without a need of a server center. These lead to the problem of selecting and providing appropriate cloud services
for customers and providers, respectively. The relation between these two depends on a win-win relationship,
and hence the pivotal points that they raise becomes crucial from business perspective. In this study we present
an analysis for the IT sector in Turkey to elaborate on a possible set of pivotal points from Cloud Customer and
Cloud Service Provider perspectives depending on a survey-based study.

1 Introduction
Cloud Computing has become a buzzword that almost every single person has heard. It has been defined at
various platforms in various ways even with exactly different sentences; however, the most widespread
definition was made by United States National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). As NIST defines,
“Cloud Computing is a model for enabling convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of
configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) that can be rapidly
provisioned and released with minimal management effort or service provider interaction” (NIST, 2014). Besides
many utilities it provides, the fact that it helps out companies to reduce costs outshines all the others.
Whereas considering the datas and even some basic documents- those needed to be stored in computer-which a
random person can have in his entire life it is predictable that a huge storage area is needed. Moreover, the need
of being provided software, infrastructure, and platforms as a service is much bigger amongst companies. In
older times, industries built up their own server&data centers. These server centers have been an impediment for
companies since because they were conceiving extra expenses and waste of time. On the other hand, lack of
flexibility and not being at a desired performance level were handicaps for companies (Armbrust et al., 2009).
There has become such no more need for these server centers after Cloud Computing entered daily lives.
Instead, organizations, companies or even ordinary people started to manage their business at any time anyplace
in solid and reasonable costs with the help of considerably faster, at a high performance level, flexible clouds.
The datas, softwares and platforms that stored in cloud has become accessible from where you are without a
need of a server center. Deciding to move an existing service to the cloud depends various factors both
economical and technological, such as the expected resource utilization, and various operational costs depending
on the cloud environment being considered, as discussed deeply in (Saykol, 2014).
In the Cloud Computing story there are two leading roles: Cloud Customer and Cloud Service Provider. This
connection between them depends on a win-win relationship. The key point advantage that it brings makes
Cloud Computing preferable as well as the utilities that customers can have in a wide variety. From computer
engineering point of view, there is also another role, namely Cloud Service Developers, however the details of
this role is outside the scope of this paper (McCabe and Nachbar, 2010).
In this paper, some preliminary information is given in Section 2 for those who are unfamiliar to cloud
computing terms at all. Section 3 and Section 4 are discussing the main purpose of the paper which is to let you
take a look at to key points of Cloud Computing from both cloud Service Provider’s and Cloud Customer’s
perspective in Turkey. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 Preliminaries on Cloud Computing
Essentially, cloud computing is not a technology that has just entered into our lives. More than 10 years we
have been using services such like Msn, Hotmail, etc. In fact, the main reason that made it this much developed
and spreaded is the development of bandwidth technologies. Workload of the firms is already not just staying at
work. Workers may need to reach their files from anywhere any second. In the circumstances you need to work
at home, you have to be at office since because the files and folders are there. But if we take a look at Cloud
Computing; the place where you are is not important, you are not connected to office, you can work from where
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ever you are. Not you, the files are going to work depending on you and you can see the benefits of this
technology that yield to your company.
Cloud computing lets datas heap together in one center and widen work place area. It takes away the
complexity of infrastructure. Decidedly, it reduces the cost. Cloud Computing is the technology that lets you
reach the data in the fastest way it can without a setup need and with a low cost. Figure 1 provides an overview
on cloud computing notion.

Figure 1. Cloud Computing overview. Source: (Infraworx, 2015)
Cloud Computing Service Models
A definition that is made in a shorten and coherent way about cloud computing would be that it is the remote
control of the necessaries such like hard disk, software, hardware etc. Likewise, it helps getting access to
pictures, documents, music and video files via other computers. In this manner, cloud computing is that using the
necessary domain in every place that has internet connection and in an efficient way.
Cloud technology –in simplest- is the software applications that is accessible through internet, data storage
services and operation capacity. In this technology, accessing to the informatique facilities that companies need
at any time (or whenever it is needed) anyplace is grounded on (Papazoglou et al., 2007).
Cloud computing gives us solutions with 3 different service supplier models:


Software as a Service (SaaS): Software service, yields programs such like CRM, ERP, Finance and
Accounting software via Cloud. For the companies which have different office locations, SaaS doesn’t
have extra software costs and by this way SaaS provides a serious economic advantage.



Platform as a Service (PaaS): Platform service, yields hardware and software layers to application
developers to let them develop their projects. This service offers platforms such like system management,
operating system, programming languages platform, database etc. Since the system management is carried
out by service supplier, you only manage your applications and datas.



Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS): Infrastructure service lets you take advantage of software, dataware
house or network devices without any investing in and with fully help of an external source.
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Figure 2. Cloud computing service models. Source: (Consultia, 2015)
As shown in Figure 2, these services determine the service level that we get and designate the ways for
businesses to adopt cloud computing to their services. As a consumers, businesses generally find SaaS adequate,
however, if the companies would like to develop services they prefer PaaS. Even further, business organize
specialized teams and utilize cloud services as IaaS.
Adopting to Business Models
Just like the rest of the World, from every sector different sizes of corporations are using the cloud information
services in Turkey as well. According to researches the number of the users who are using cloud services are
same as the ones in Eastern Europe and Middle East, yet the number is still lower than the users in Western
Europe and America. But the need and demand is rapidly increasing. There are quiet many local firms in Turkey
who are in service for the cloud services (Yıldız, 2009).
Software application developers, small businesses and the students are using cloud services which do not have
serious access and service agreements but simply agreeing a common terms and conditions text and they even
can purchase these services with their credit cards. However middle sized businesses and corporate firms are
preferring well written agreements for their special needs and respecting the data pricay for longer terms.
The service that is provided in Turkey is actually an all virtual data center. The firms can simply use a browser
to access the cloud for doing anything that they can do on their local data center. This means that you do not
need the space and the infrastructure like air-conditioning systems, ups, generators and the security for a data
center anymore. Continuous and backup connection services are provided with this service as well.
One can create all of the servers, design the system, manage the firewall and make load balancing definitions
virtually over the cloud. One can increase or decrease the sources on demand. Over all one can do all of these
from a single screen and can see the real time cost of the services. One can even add different devices to cloud
and manage them all from the same screen.
Figure 3 graphically list the top ways businesses adopt clod computing to their businesses. The results are
based on a survey report, and provided in Forbes magazine. Not surprisingly, most businesses require cloud
computing to reduce their cost, and provide efficient workforce, possibly via mobile devices. The businesses also
assume that the time-to-market duration would be faster with the help of cloud computing.

Figure 3. The top ways that businesses utilize cloud computing to your service. Source: (Forbes, 2015) Key
Points in Selecting Cloud Computing
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From Service Provider Point of View
The budget for the infrastructures and technologies for the traditional IT models has its own problems like
instead of monthly, annually or per user fees; firms has to deal with new technology or infrastructure costs. No
such fees are needed for the use of cloud services. Instead of that you just have to pay for the apps per user every
month which you can exclude from operational budgets.
Low cost and small budgets are the main reason for the demand on cloud services. The on-demand softwares
are billed by per user and per use principles so the service cost becomes much cheaper than the on premise
softwares. Besides that SaaS softwares does not need extra hardware or extra human resources. The classical
licensed softwares updates are done annually with a need for an update fee where the SaaS softwares are always
up to date and these updates are free of charge.
Worldwide access is another reason for the popularity of the use of the cloud services. Users can access the
services from anywhere on the world from any computer without the need for an office or installation of a
software. Lately, this need has shifted from the business use to personal use as well. Besides that the
specification of the computer for using these services are not necessarily needs to be high end. A middle level
simple computer can be adequate for these services.
These are numerous improvements for the cloud services on access levels. One of them is the minimization of
the business risk factors. The Service providers’ enormous data farms have a lot of infrastructures for the security
of the data. Also the numerous numbers of the backups allows additional security in case of the data loss.
But when it comes to the use of the cloud services, besides the benefits of the higher mobility the constant
access to the cloud has to be kept in mind. Mobile users can use the services outside the office constantly. The
full integration of the windows phone for the cloud services makes the use of these services more effective.
Some other advantages for the use of this technology are: The compatibility between different operating
systems, the openness for the group work, privacy, security, unlimited storage, etc. The SaaS softwares are
generally provided with free test times. This allows the users to assess the benefits and comfort that the software
provides for them.
From Service Provider Point of View
It is for sure that we must be careful and reasonable while taking advantages of cloud computing benefits. The
most important issue that it has to be taken serious is security. There are 3 matters that you must be careful on:


Work persistence



Service persistence (that you get from supplier)

 Security of your datas
For the first two cases, the solution might be to work with a service supplier that improved it and has strong
references. Means, you need to investigate the firm that you get cloud services from about how much capital it
invest in and how dependable it is. You can decide from checking firm’s background if it is a vision holder
company or not.
From a cloud service supplier’s perspective; it is also more reasonable to work for cloud services. Any
computer stays free for a 99.9% part of its processing time or keeps doing 1/0. Since there is this much of a
processing power, it is precisely logical to sell it/share it to/with some other people.
In older times, many majority of companies were spending almost 100.000$ for computers or 50.000$ for
server centers, many thousand dollars for hardware, another thousand dollars for each computing brand, etc.
While paying this much of money, people were being directed to oneself, each time to different people. In this
circumstances, serious moneys were spent and serious invests were made. As the result of this vicious cycle,
OPEX (operational expenditure) was increasing from day to day. Here, cloud service suppliers sell cloud
solutions to decrease this expenditure.
What companies do is to buy hardware and hire it, maintain it, if it is necessary expand the capacity. Those can
hire the same virtual machine to different companies at different time periods. As an example, assume one of
those virtual machines is hired by 5 people. Simply, that single machine will fulfill its cost.
Just to give an example to this ‘hire’ issue, we can show SaaS (Software as a Service) solutions. Many
software products developed by software developers might be so expensive. Hence, there are not that many of
companies and people who can buy software that costs 100.000$. It requires being at a highly financial power
level to spend that money. There might be only a few people who can effort this but with cloud services this
software can meet with millions of people. By this way, cloud supplier can get a chance to service to wide range
of communities. This is another reason to be a cloud service supplier; being preferable by millions. The main
reason and gain of cloud service provider is to reduce total cost of ownership.
Many companies that serve cloud service solutions in Turkey give IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service) solutions
to customers. That is to say, those build up a full automatic system by virtualizing hosts and give various
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solutions with 3rd party solution partners. Such system examples can be given among the uses in accounting
systems (Seyrek, 2011).
Evaluating the Situation in Turkey
In this study it is intended to highlight the key point benefits of both when buying and selling cloud computing
services. It is for sure that cloud computing brings many eases to daily and professional lives. There are even
several more reasons to get it or provide it. The most common and guarantee reason to get is money austerities.
The smart face of cloud computing’s on-demand services brings many utilities on economical side.
The adaptation of cloud services and cloud usage status in Turkey is discussed in (Saykol, 2014). Moreover, in
a joint work supported by TÜBİTAK, the companies in Turkey are interested in the new technological trends,
such as Cloud Computing (Silahtaroğlu et al., 2014).
The following are the key points that were determined as important by the companies, actually cloud service
users, in Turkey.


Dependency to the cloud service provider: This dependence reduces the freedom of the company to work
with other solution providers, and other 3 rd party companies (Armbrust et al., 2009). Hence, the companies
pay importance to this item.



The capacity of the network bandwidth: The amount of cloud use necessitates high bandwidth for the
companies (Saykol, 2014). If the size is not enough for the products/services of the company, this will lead
to a business failure, which businesses surely do not accept.



Network security, especially data confidentiality: The company-specific data and the customer data that
the companies hide should not be accessed by other parties. Even though most cloud providers have
enhanced security and confidentiality mechanisms (McCabe and Nachbar, 2010), the business are quite
reluctant to use these cloud services.



Compliancy with the standards and governmental regulations: Businesses generally prefer service-level
agreements with the service providers, as other utility services, such as electricity. However, the
companies would like their cloud to be adaptive and compliant with the governmental regulations (Yıldız,
2009). In Turkey, the laws and regulations change quite frequently depending on the technological needs
and to care data privacy, the business do not want to pay more attention to these issues by themselves. In
fact, they require the cloud service provides take care of these.

3 Conclusion
As the widespread of Cloud Services in our lives, organizations and even ordinary people started to manage
their business at any time anyplace in solid and reasonable costs with the help of considerably faster, at a high
performance level, flexible clouds. The datas, softwares and platforms that stored in cloud has become accessible
from where you are without a need of a server center. These lead to the problem of selecting and providing
appropriate cloud services for customers and providers, respectively.
Here, we present an analysis for the IT sector in Turkey to elaborate on a possible set of pivotal points from
Cloud Customer and Cloud Service Provider perspectives depending on a survey-based study. We found that the
key points that were determined as important by the companies, actually cloud service users, are dependency to
the cloud service provider, the capacity of the network bandwidth, network security, especially data
confidentiality, compliancy with the standards and governmental regulations.
In our future work, we would like to provide multi-criteria selection mechanisms for selecting appropriate
service provides for the IT companies in Turkey based on the achievements in this work.
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